Morley Panthers Roller Skating Club
Artistic Representative's Report
February 2017
LEAGUE 2
Nominations were a little short of expected, but on the positive side all came in on
time.
It was also pleasing to receive offers of marshalling assistance from two of our nonadult skaters, Phoebe Nuttall and Rebecca Allen. It seems such tasks fall to the same
persons each time, and the participation of “new blood” is a good result – and a good
example to the rest of the club.
LEAGUE 3
The SkateWA nomination deadline is the 10th March, which means the Morley
deadline needs to be the 6th March for online payments, and the 8th for cash payments.
I will be away in Tasmania from the 16th February to the evening of the 7th March, so
we will need a “deputy” to receive any cash payments that come in. However, I
expect I will be able to handle the final checking of nominations and their submission
to SkateWA.
Due to my ISP’s controls on outgoing junk mail, I will also not be able to send out
any club-wide emails over this period. Since it usually requires at least three general
emails to make sure everyone is on time with their nominations, this could be a
problem.
FLOOR RESURFACING
The main issue we now face is the absence of Barbara and myself – the club’s most
experienced “circle layers” – at the time the floor is expected to be completed. Miles
Vinar has offered to handle the arrangements, but we have yet to agree on a suitable
day for the work.
My latest information is that there is a chance the floor might be finished before the
16th March. If so, Barbara and I could at least start the job on the 15th (Doing the loop
circles first seems advisable). To allow for this possibility, I have arranged for the
figure equipment to be held at the rink during the resurfacing work.

Peter Rye

